Westford Recreation Meeting
April 19, 2016

Present: Bekah, Greg, Noel, and Danielle
This was Noel’s last meeting. We thanked him for his six years of volunteering with the
Recreation Committee. Jeff LaBoissiere will be taking over his position on the
Committee
Nancy Volkers may be interested in joining the Rec Committee to fill the vacancy that
still exists.
Spring
This Sunday, April 24, 2016 at 9:00 a.m. there will be a gathering on the common to
paint the boards for the ice rink.
Cake Decorating class ran with 9 participants.
Cooking with Kim was cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances. A convenient time
could not be agreed upon to reschedule.
Kids Yoga has 6 participants
MiniMilers has 12 participants
Lacrosse has 16 participants on the 3-4 team and Tiny Cats has 6 or 7 participants.
Lots of interest in the Facebook Event for the Edible/Medicinal Hike but no one has
officially registered. Discussion ensued over why are there no registrants.
Kickboard build at the school to be scheduled in May
Summer
Red Hot Juba is booked for August 21st at a cost of $400.
Bekah met with 7th/8th graders at the school. The committee discussed some of their ideas
with particular interest in some pickup sports days beginning with Ultimate Frisbee.
Dates to be selected at the next meeting. Bekah will be looking into needs for showing a
movie on the common. The school offered a space and use of their popcorn maker. One
outing this summer could be planned. To be discussed more at the next meeting. The goal
would be to get information to kids in the 7th-10th grade by the end of the school year.
Misc
Photo Request will be added to the Recreation Waiver.
No one was in favor of continuing with the Holiday Bazaar as it is a lot of work and has
not produced much money.
Meeting was adjourned at 8:05 pm.

